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Employing psycholinguistics to examine effects  
of conference interpreting experience and training  
on lexical production

Agnieszka Chmiel
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland 
Agnieszka.Chmiel@amu.edu.pl

It is assumed that the specific use of languages by conference interpreters influences 
the organisation of the bilingual mental lexicon and lexical processing (Christoffels, De 
Groot and Kroll 2006). Longitudinal studies using psycholinguistic research methodol-
ogy create an opportunity to examine whether interlingual links between translation 
equivalents in the mental lexicon strengthen over time and lead to better interpreting 
performance. While it is difficult to pursue such research with professional interpret-
ers, it is more feasible to examine interpreting trainees at the beginning and at the end 
of their training and to compare their performance to experienced professionals. In 
order to shed more light on the influence of conference interpreting experience and 
training on interlingual lexical links in the mental lexicon and lexical access, a task 
involving interpreting of single words in various context constraints has been devised. 
Twenty-four professional interpreters and twenty-two interpreting trainees (tested at 
the beginning and at the end of their 2-year training programme) were compared while 
interpreting sentence-final words in three context constraints: high context constraint, 
low context constraint and no context constraint. All participants had Polish as their A 
language and English as their B language and worked/were trained in both interpreting 
directions (A into B and B into A). No asymmetries were found between interpreting 
from A into B and vice versa, but group effects revealed stronger interlingual lexical 
links in the professionals’ mental lexicons and the effect of experience on the produc-
tion of translation equivalents. Shorter latencies in the high context constraint condi-
tion showed that sentence context affects word processing (in line with van Hell 2005), 
which inspires further inquiry into how lexical context might facilitate interpreting.
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